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ABSTRACT 
The frequency of TV advertising viewing and peer interaction 
activities about TV advertising viewing were assessed in a sample of 
1,117 Hong Kong adolescents. TV advertising viewing, a common 
activity among respondents aged 11 to 19, had a significant effect on 
developing adolescents' consumer learning, and peer interaction ac-
tivities about TV advertising, which were employed by nearly all 
respondents following TV advertising viewing, also proved signifi-
cant. It is concluded in this study while the main effects, that is, 
exposure to TV advertising and peer interaction activities discussing 
about TV advertising are not interactive, they were independently 
significant in affecting consumer learning. It is suggested that refined 
qualitative analysis of TV advertising viewing and peer interaction 
activities about TV advertising might address more fully the complex-
ity of the impact of these two factors on consumer learning . The need 
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This is a study of two aspects of consumer learning of adolescents 
in Hong Kong, namely，TV advertising viewing and peer interaction. 
TV advertising is defined as a socialization agent; likewise，peer is 
considered to be another socialization agent. Generally speaking, both 
of them play the role of affecting adolescents in the development of 
consumer skills, and the acquisition of consumer knowledge (Moore, 
1978). Consumer learning refers to the process in which advertising 
directed towards adolescents creates understanding, liking and disliking 
of products and behavior of buying or not buying the products (Ricken 
andYavas, 1990; Adleretal.，1980; 1981; Anderson et al., 1986; Atkin， 
1975； 1976; Bower, 1973; Chan, 1990; Cheung, 1979，1984; Jennings 
et al, 1974; Crane, 1991; Levin, 1982; Medrich et al” 1982). In the 
study，consumer learning of adolescents attending secondary schools 
is seen as shaped in certain ways by their relationships with TV 
advertising viewing and their peers. 
1 
Socialization Agents 
A socialization agent may refer to any person or organization that 
is directly involved in socialization because of frequent contacts with 
the learner, controlling rewards and punishments (Brim, 1966). 
McLeod and Chaffee (1972)，Moore andMoschis (1978)，Moschis 
and Churchill (1977a； 1977b； 1978； 1979a) have all considered both 
socialization agents and specific types of learning in the socialization 
process. Parents (Family), mass media (TV)，school and peers are 
selected because they are relevant to consumer socialization issues 
(Moschis, 1977，1979,1981; Ward, 1974), and because various studies 
suggest they may play a significant role in consumer socialization ( 
Moschis et al.，1977; Ward, 1974). 
According to Carlson (1990), socialization agents are defined as 
the environmental factors in which they influence individuals in the 
consumer-socialization process. These socialization agents are family 
members, peers, and mass media. These factors are different from 
cognitive factors, that are generally considered as age-related abilities, 
and often interpreted from Piaget's perspective on children's relative 
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stages of development. (Moschis and Moore 1979; Roedder and 
Whitney, Jr., 1980; Ward, Wackman，and Wartella, 1978). 
1) Peer: Ward and Wackman (1971) define peer in the commu-
nication about consumption as one of the socialization agents in a 
relative sense. The peer influence in communication about consump-
tion can be seen as follows: 
a) recall of TV commercial slogans, 
b) attitudes towards commercials, 
c) materialistic attitudes, 
d) self-reported effects of advertising on specific purchases. 
Moore (1977) finds that parent-child communication about 
consumption was infrequent. Some scholars find among peers that 
their brand loyalty increases with age and decreases with intelligence 
and media exposure.( Ricken, 1990； 1981; Singer and Singer, 1983; 
Sheibe, 1984; Smith, 1990; Synsdinos，1997，1989; Stewart，1989; 
Steerland，1983; Wassmith，1987; Wright, 1983.) 
2) Mass media: Here in this study, the writer has narrowed mass 
media down into TV advertising as socialization agent. 
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In Ward's theoretical consideration (1974; 1976; 1978; 1980; 
1986)，the socialization agents refer to the family or parents, peers, the 
school and the mass media. Johnson-Smaragdi (1983) point out that 
each one of them influences the individual at different stages of 
development. Both peers and the mass media, especially TV advertis-
ing are of great importance for the socialization of adolescents. Here, 
the research deals with the two socialization agents mentioned above 
concerning the adolescents' consumer learning. 
According to Johnson- Smaragdi (1983)，the different socializa-
tion agents do not exert their influence independently of each other. 
The relations between them are complex. They are continually inter-
acting and affecting each other as well as the adolescents being 
socialized. Each socialization agent may exert direct as well as indirect 
influences. 
In order to understand the relationship between the social 
structure, the socialization agents and the individual being socialized, 
there is a socialization theory that specifies learning mechanisms 
involved in the socialization process (Mcleod and Brown, 1976). 
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The three mechanisms of modelling, reinforcement, and social inter-
action are defined as follows: 
(1)Modelling implies the adolescent consciously and unconsciously 
adopts the behavior of a socialization agent. 
(2)Reinforcement refers to the socializing agent's use of reward and 
punishment to induce a particular behavior in the adolescent. 
(3)Social interaction is not easy to identify exactly. The basic structure 
of the interaction itself, as well as the specific social norms that guide 
and restrict interaction, are assumed to be of importance. 
The learning mechanisms shown above indicate that adolescents' 
consumer knowledge and skills can be acquired from the various 
effects of advertisement.(Adam, 1988; Anderson et al” 1983; Bever, 
1975; Biel，1990; Brown, 1976; Bryant, 1983; Comstock，1978； 1987; 
Greenfield, 1984; Greer et al., 1982; Grunert, 1986; Hartup, 1982， 
1983; Hawkins, 1979; Heinich, 1989; Hermanns, 1972; Itoh et al., 
1986; Isler，1987; Johnson etal.，1983; Kohlberg, 1971; Raaij 1986.) 
The process of modelling refers to the different recalls of adver-
tisements since the advertising programs are concise, repetible and 
attractive in their content. Effective advertised strategies can gain the 
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curiosity, attention, imagination and popularity of the audience. Thus, 
an individual could be impressed by the recalls of advertisements and 
he/she could change his/her behavior when facing the products adver-
tised. 
The process of reinforcement refers to the TV advertising using 
the reward and punishment to arouse the attention and affection of the 
audience. The strategy is also adopted from the theory of Bandura, 
(1963) • The more they view, the more knowledge and consumer skills 
they acquire on the products advertised. 
The process of social interaction refers to peers who receive the 
message from the TV advertising and send the message around, 
conveying ideas and fostering the effects of advertisements (Schramm 
et al.，1965 ； Yam，1987; Macklinm, 1983; Macbeth，1988; Lyle, 
1971,1972; Lecroy，1987; Wartella, 1979; Willerman，1966; Winn, 
1977; Palmer, 1983； 1988; Peterson, 1983; Piaget，1969). 
The socialization theory supports the investigation of the two 
socialization agents, i.e., TV advertising and peers. 
6 
TV Advertising as Socialization Agent 
Mass media have been regarded as a socialization agent that 
influences the adolescents to be socialized. TV commercials are of a 
different subject matter in comparison with TV programs in learning. 
Adolescents' understanding of television commercials is to acquire the 
communication competence which is a function of learning process. 
Donohue and Meyer (1984) differentiate TV commercials from 
TV programs in two ways. First, the primary purpose of commercials 
is to sell- to facilitate the movements of goods and services. Second, 
TV commercials compress so much information into 10-，20�30-
second packages that a different set of technological and narrative 
conventions is used, necessitating that the viewer adopts a "quick 
study" in order to grasp the meaning of the message. 
During the 50's and throughout most of the 60's, a 60-second 
package was the accepted conventional length for a TV commercial 
program. Owing to the high rates charged by time, 30-second commer-
cials became the norm. Nowadays,20.- to 30- second commercials are 
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acceptable for creative people to tell the product's stories and make 
them memorable and persuadable to the viewers. According to Donohue 
and Meyer (1984) most marketers subscribe to the notion that adver-
tising affects people in stages. The most widely accepted sequence 
describing how one is eventually persuaded to buy includes the 
following stages in sequence: 
(1) Attention: Creative TV commercials are to compete with 
other TV programs fiercely to draw the attention of the viewers to the 
message. 
(2) Awareness: Viewers can possess the ability to differenti-
ate one's product from the others in the marketplace. 
(3) Knowledge: A product class is categorized in price, 
applications or uses, cost per unit, availability and physical character-
istics in competition with other products. This comprises the cognitive 
dimensions in which a product can be made knowledgeable and 
advantageous. 
(4) Likability: The affective dimension may refer to the 
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knowledge of a product such as brand loyalty, liking and disliking of 
the product's performance. 
(5) Conviction: Viewers are determined to try the product. It 
is a decision to change and to incline to try the product. Conviction may 
be seen as a fairly stable inclination for a short run because the filtering 
process has reduced thousands of bits of information, hundreds of 
messages, tens of alternatives to a fairly readable schema that allows 
for a small number of plans of action with accompanying contingen-
cies. 
(6) Purchase/Evaluation: They can be considered together 
because we are concerned with the acquisition of competence in 
understanding how television commercials work. Purchase/evalua-
tion serves as a reinforcement mechanism and is a postcommunication 
function - albeit an extremely important one - in future responses to 
commercials and evaluation of claims and products. Consumers be-
lieve they make wise decisions. It follows, therefore, people are 
reported to be highly attentive to advertisings for products they 
recently purchased. But actual experience with a product is a valuable 
tool in the evaluation of subsequent products and claims made for them 
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in the commercials (Donohue and Meyer, 1984). 
The sequence of stages shown above is the marketer/advertiser's 
conceptualization of the process that describes how consumers be-
have. 
This research tries to investigate the cognition,affection, and 
behavior of the viewer's learning from the commercials. Actually it is 
not easy for a consumer to make a judgement on TV advertising for it 
is becoming more and more complicated. Thus, to measure the 
increased recall and understanding is not the only way. 
Since the process of communication lies on the message between 
the sender and the receiver (Lass well，1948)，discussion with someone 
will help adolescents learn consumer skills from advertising evalua-
tion, for people bring a great deal of experience and expertise to 
advertising in general and television commercials specifically. Hence, 
TV advertising as socialization agent has to be considered in connec-
tion with peers (Hetherington, 1972; Hite, 1987; Inomata, 1971; Janis, 
1980; Krugman, 1983; Lee, 1977; Lazarsfeld, 1955; 1971; Meringoff， 
1980; Mitchell, 1969; 1986). 
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Peer as Socialization Agent 
McLeod and Chaffee (1972) regard socialization agent as a 
source of influence that transmits words, attitudes, motivations and 
behaviors to adolescents. Socialization is assumed to take place during 
the course of the person's interaction with the agents such as mass 
media, family, school and peer in various social settings. Hence, peer 
is referred to as persons or organization that is involved in the 
socialization due to frequent contact with their learner. 
Both Moore and Moschis (1979) and Ward (1974) state that peer 
is a socialization agent since it is relevant to consumer socialization 
issue. Thus, peer interaction is hypothesized as another factor that 
influences adolescents' consumer learning. 
The theories of modelling, reinforcement and socialization have 
been suggested in social learning (e.g., Hermanns, 1972; Kuhlmann, 
1983). Consequently, a variety of strategies have been investigated. 
They included the interaction theory (Adler and Faber, 1979)，and 
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reinforcement theory (Meyer，1983). In line with these studies it has 
been suggested that agent-learner relationship may bring consumer 
learner knowledge and consumer skills (Moschis and Churchill, 1977). 
Thus，the study of consumer learning may eventually link TV 
advertisements viewing with peer interaction. 
TV Advertising dewing and Peer Interaction 
Consumer research headed by Moore and Moschis (1979) about 
TV advertising and peers focuses on the development of consumer 
skills and attitudes, the processes of learning and the relative influence 
on specific consumption behavior, and social structural fectors that 
affect consumer learning. It seems no further study has been done on 
how these two factors affect adolescents to be a consumer. Thus, this 
study is to explore to what degree TV advertising and peer interaction 
influence adolescents' consumer learning. 
According to Ng (1988)，peers refer to good friends of the 
adolescents. Peer interaction conceptually is the degree to which the 
adolescent contact his/her peers as characteristics of groups, identifies 
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with them, takes them in the account of his/her activities, discusses 
with them about activities or daily affairs. Besides, Ng states that 85 
percent of adolescents in Hong Kong reported that they were satisfied 
with their peer relationship. That means apart from parent interaction, 
peers play an important role of affecting adolescents. This study is to 
explore if they discuss the products advertised in TV, how they like or 
dislike those products, and in what way they act upon those products 
while purchasing in Hong Kong. 
Adolescents in Hong Kong are reported to spend at least three 
hours a day in watching TV (B oys and Girls Association in Hong Kong, 
1989). According to Chan (1992)，viewing television is the most 
popular medium among the adolescents. Most of them (79%) watch 
television every day, and the average time viewing per day is a little 
over three hours. The majority watch TV from one to five hours a day, 
with about 15% watching more than five hours daily. The viewing 
behaviors between males and females are quite identical. But the 
younger adolescents will devote more time to television. Thus, the TV 





Consumer learning is considered as the process whereby materi-
als and practices are provided for adolescents to become a consumer 
effectively. This research examines the influence of television and 
peers on the acquisition of specific consumer skills that contribute to 
the individual's competency and proficiency as a consumer in the 
marketplace. 
According to Bloom (1956)，a complete taxonomy is given in 
three major parts which are agreed as principles to be developed in an 
educational, logical and psychological classification system. 
1) The cognitive domain includes objectives which deal with the 
recall or recognition of knowledge and the development of the 
intellectual abilities and skills. 
2) The affective domain includes objectives which describe changes 
in interest, attitudes and values, and the development of appre-
ciations and adequate adjustment. 
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3) The psychomotor domain is the manipulative or the motor 
skill area. 
Furthermore, Bloom (1971) defines learning as a process of 
change in the learners. Given this view, each program, course and unit 
of education is expected to bring about some significant change or 
changes in the students. This may lead to consumer learning in which 
consumers can acquire knowledge or skill to change their cognitions, 
affections and behaviors. In other words, the effects of TV advertising 
as a means of consumer learning can influence one's recall，attitude and 
behavior about consumption. 
In Buttle's (1991) finding of people watching TV advertising 
there are five questions worth investigating: 
1) What do people do during television commercial breaks? 
2) What is the social context of advertising reception? 
3) How does advertising find expression in interpersonal commu-
nication? 
4) How do intra-family relationships and processes mediate the 
effects of advertsing on children? 
5) How are advertisements used by family members in their social 
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interactions? 
Buttle (1991) emphasizes consumer learning effects from TV 
advertising and peer interaction rather than family interaction. He 
finds that most frequently researched individual effects of advertise-
ment are cognitive effects. For example, in his research there were 214 
references to cognitive effects, 98 (46%) focused on one or more forms 
of recall，among them general recall of the advertisement (65 mentioned), 
sales message recall (9), brand name recall (7), product attribute (5), 
and execution recall (7). Other than recall, common cognitive effects 
researched were advertisement recognition, advertisement 
comprehension and belief formation or change. 
After cognitive effects, affective effects (169 references) were the 
next most frequently reported. Seventy percent (121 references) 
referred to attitudes in one form and another. Amongst them were 
attitude to the brand or product (47 mentioned), attitude to the adver-
tisement (43)，attitude to the advertisement's sponsor (9)，attitude 
change (8)，attitude to the person (4) and attitude formation (4). Other 
research on affective effects drew attention to general affective and 
emotional states and evaluative responses to advertisements. 
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The individual behavioral effects most frequently researched 
were choice behavior (32 mentioned), consumption (21)，buying or 
purchase intention (19) and broad behavioral intention (6). Types of 
choice behavior studied included brand switching, brand loyalty and 
voting behavior. 
In summary, consumer learning refers to a change of behavior 
(Long et al.，1973; Marcus, 1975; Martin, 1975; Messaris，1983; 
Miller, 1977; Morgan, 1983; Mok，1985； 1990; Murray, 1979; Reid， 
1979; Robertson, 1974; 1979； 1989). According to Bloom's (1971) 
theory, effects of TV advertising can influence one's recall change, 
attitude change and behavior change about consumption. The influ-
ence of peer interaction on consumer learning related to TV commer-
cials is studied in this research. 
TV Advertising and Consumer Learning 
Kapferer (1986) studied the responses to TV advertising effects 
from three dimensions: 
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1. Cognitive elaboration 
As an individual grows older, his cognitive development and 
personal experience with the product elevate. The cognitive process in 
Kapferer's studies stands for recognizing the product from television 
(Robertson, 1974; 1989) 
2. Affective reaction 
Some scholars argued that feelings are primary in human and 
animal behavior. People develop an evaluation about a person, a 
product or an advertisment, before they develop cognitions. 
J ！ .• i 
3. Social elaboration 
The receiver of advertising not only faces individually the adver-
tising information with his knowledge and experiences, but also 
confronts preferences，beliefs in social context. Advertising has been 
said to provide information and topics for social conversation agenda 
setting (McCombs and Shaw, 1972). An objective for advertising is not 
so much to change beliefs and evaluations, as to make the product or 
service a topic of conversation. Attitude change and product adoption 
will then take place in a social context. In social conversation, pro and 
contra-arguments may become dominant, supporting and negating the 
advertising message. 
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Television viewing includes not only programs, but also commer-
cials inserted within and between programs. Usually advertisers make 
use of popular programs or prime time to promote their products in 
commercials to the general audience. The advertisements are tailored 
according to various characteristics such as age, gender, and socio-
economic status. They differ from TV programs in that they aim at 
seeking attention and persuading, and through repetition, reinforcing 
their influence. 
Evidence shows that television advertising is becoming heavier 
and more substantial. According to Comstock (1980)，television influ-
ences the lives of adolescents and adults not only nationally，but also 
internationally. In the United States, for example, the average adoles-
cent views about 20,000 television commercials a year, the equivalent 
of about three hours per week of continuous viewing. About 10 percent 
of these accompany programming is intended for adolescents. Since 
adolescents are given such an amount of time of watching TV, TV 
advertising must have played an important role in shaping their service 
a topic of conversation. 
The writer considers that TV advertisement brings about a change 
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Rossi (1966) refers interaction to face- to -face communication. 
There are formal and informal interactions. The informal face-to-face 
interaction consists of five ideas: 
1) The informal association is a natural, informal group. 
2) There is a set of individuals who interact with each 
other. 
3) It must be on a face-to-face basis. 
4) The individuals do so relatively frequently. 
5) They form themselves into such a group without the 
intervention of outside directives. 
Hong Kong is a place where parent interaction is assumed to be 
strong among Chinese families，but it is hypothesized that interaction 
among peers is another kind of interaction that should be considered. 
TV Advertising, Peer Interaction and Consumer Learning 
According to Coleman (1990)，a specialist in adolescent develop-
ment, there is a great radical force of conformity among peers which 
challenges the conservative and hierachical force of the family. As 
shown in a study on the leisure behavior and life satisfaction of youths 
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Donohue et al. (1984) state that watching television, like other 
media in general, deals with forms of media content. It is the common 
way to gain competence in consuming through the medium and to learn 
to read the adult instruction one by one. Watching television commer-
cials is a different matter, for its unique nature or style is discussed, or 
when examples of music can be heard to illustrate what the focus of 
attention is. In gaining competency, in understanding the various levels 
upon which commercials operate, nothing works so well as parental/ 
adult discussion of commercials during the message or just after it 
appears. Such discussion works best in a question and answer format 
in which general and specific topics are intervened. Television 
commercials rather than TV programs easily become the topic of 
discussion.Because duration is shorter and the context more concise， 
the range is much narrower and less abstract and complex than in some 
TV programs. 
Donohue et al. (1984 ) suggest the excellent place in imparting 
viewing skills is the discussion of commercials. Here the discussion 
of commercials can be raised among the adolescents today in Hong 
Kong who can impart their commercials viewing skills with their peers 
in general. 
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in viewer's perception of desirability of the advertised product by 
appealing to the affective reactions in viewers, reinforced by social 
elaboration among peers. 
It is hypothesized that frequent exposure to TV advertisements 
determines adolescents' consumer learning pattern. 
Peer Interaction and Consumer Learning 
Ward and Wackman (1972) define peer in the communication 
about consumption as one of the socialization agents in a relative sense. 
It is completely different from parent interaction, for the information 
does not come directly from family members. Thus, an understanding 
of television commercials among peers may generate competence in 
consuming. But sometimes those bits of information of gaining com-
petence of consuming do not come necessarily from media but from 
peer interaction (Adam，1983; Adnerson，1981; Ausubel et al, 1977; 
Avery, 1979; Berndt，1979; 1982; Brown, 1987; Costanzo; 1966; 
Devereuxetal，1969； 1970; Cohen, 1977; Erikson，1970; Winter, 1988; 
Newcomb, 1966; Nunnally, 1978; O'Sullivan et al, 1989). 
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in Eastern District in Hong Kong by Ng (1988), family members serve 
considerably less as leisure companions among these youths. 51% of 
the youths interviewed by Ng (1988) chose schoolmates, work col-
leagues, and friends as their leisure companions. Ng noted that youths 
in his sample view their schoolmates and colleagues in highly positive 
terms, and these two groups of people are the major sources where 
youths find their friends. Parents' influence may not be greater than 
peer interaction among young people. Friends and peers may yield 
content coded into categories of reasons, identity, reputation, support, 
friendship and activity. This finding simply indicates the importance 
of peer influence in the life satisfaction of youths. 
In another research, Ng et al. (1988) report that adolescents are 
likely influenced by peers in their behavior, andTV viewing is the most 
popular leisure activity among the younger youths. 
Social interaction for adolescent is more focused in peer interac-
tion than parental interaction. Usually, adolescents exchange opinions 
among themselves in jargons concerning their life styles, conversa-
tions, and daily necessities. The more they interact with each other, the 
stronger they influence each other. TV viewing, being a popular leisure 
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activity, plays an important part in their interaction. As a result of the 
promotion of TV commercials, adolescents may build their self-image 
and self-esteem through purchase of the products ( Coleman, 1990， 
Alperstein, 1990; Biel，1989; Blosser etal.，1984; Britain, 1963; Brake, 
1985; Broadcasting, 1988; Brucks，1988; Butter, 1981; Carlson, 1990; 
Chan, 1987 )• 
There are clues to the understanding of TV commercials and the 
acquisition of consumer skills: the frequency of interaction, the 
duration of interaction, and the content of interaction; how much and 
how often do peers and adolescents interact with each other on 
consumer topics; consumer skills, including product recall, attitudes 
on brand, decision-making behavior. 
Here the writer considers peer interaction worth studying in 
adolescents' consumer learning. 
In Ward's theoretical consideration (1974)，consumer socializa-
tion is discussed as a whole in terms of the learning process by which 
adolescents acquire consumer skills, knowledge and attitudes. This 
leads to theories of modelling, reinforcement and social interactions 
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(e.g.，Hermanns, 1972; Kuhlman, 1983). Reinforcement and interac-' 
tion theories were bridged by Kuo's finding (1987). 
Kuo (1987) mentions that social discussion and consultation i.e. 
modelling and reinforcement both involve (a) receiving communica-
tion through observation and feedback, and (b) responding through 
behaving in accordance with norms. The crucial point is how the 
individual perceives the positive and negative social feedback he/she 
exchanges with his/her significant others. It is these positive and/or 
negative social reinforcements that motivate the individual to either 
learn or unlearn a ceratin behavior. That is why consumer learning is 
taken as an individual learning process when TV advertising condi-
tions TV viewers to be familarized with the advertised products 
through brand recall, likings and dislikings. The more TV advertising 
one views, followed by peer exchange of opinions, the more consumer 
knowledge and skills one acquires (Riley and Rilet，1951; Roedder， 
1981; Rosengren，1981; Ross, 1980; Rossiter, 1980; Rushton, 1979;� 
1982; Salomon, 1979; 1988; Schaefer，1965; Schaefer et al., 1975; 
Schand et al., 1977; Ulla，1982; Welch，1982). 
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/ / 
j Adolescents in Hong Kong are believed to be active in TV advertising 
viewing and peer interaction. The present study was designed to investigate 
their consumer learning. Specifically, it was concerned with: 
(1) the main effect of exposure of TV advertising on adolescents' 
consumer learning (heavy and light viewers of TV advertising do 
not differ on consumer learning); 
(2) themaineffectofpeerinteractionaboutTVadvertisingonadolescents' 
consumer learning (low and high peer interaction groups about TV 
advertising do not differ on consumer learning); 
(3) the interaction effect of peer interaction about TV advertising and 
exposure of TV advertising (there is no interaction effect). 





The target population of the survey comprises adolescents who 
were Form 1 to Form 5 full-time students in day school during the 
period of survey fieldwork，from September 14 to December 31,1992. 
The sampling frame consisted of classes of average size around 40 
but the actual class size at the time of fieldwork was not known. Letters 
were sent to all schools in September 1992 requesting a return of 
estimated number of classes in Form 1 to Form 5 and the expected class 
sizes in the academic year(see Appendix 1). Each class was treated as 
a cluster except when the average class size in a school was well below 
40. 
Subjects and Procedure 
The survey solicited information from respondents through ques-
tionnaires which were self-administered by the respondents under the 
invigilation of the staff in the class during school hours. The question-
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naire was in Chinese and was a revised version based on a pilot study 
in May-June 1992 (description of the pilot study is in Appendix 2). In 
the final form of the questionnaire, multiple choices and fill-in-the-
blank answers were provided and very few open-ended questions were 
asked (see Appendix 3). The questionnaire was intended for a larger 
project of which this study was a part. Some were selected for the 
crucial study on the main effects, some were reserved for the qualita-
tive study in the future. Only information in the following areas was 
used for the present study. 
1. TV advertising viewing 
2. Peer interaction 
3. Consumer learning 
A total of 1,117 Form 1，2，3，4 and 5 students from two 
government schools (Sha Tau Kok Government Secondary School, 
Tang Siu Kin Vitoria Technical School), four subsidized schools (Lai 
Chack Middle School, Lai King Catholic Secondary School, ShekLei 
Catholic Secondary School, TWGH'sYau Tze Tin Memorial College)， 
and two private schools (Delia Memorial School, K.T. Hip Wo St., 
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Kiangsu-Chekiang College) served as subjects in the study. The 
educational levels and standards were classified and were assessed by 
the Secondary School Places Allocation (SSPA) system. Conse-
quently, these schools covered the entire range of academic standard 
from Band 1 to Band 5: 
Four schools were of Band 1 to 3 students; and 
Four schools were of Band 1 to 5 students. 
Variables Assessed in the Study 
The variables assessed in the study are as follows: 
1. Age (see Appendix 4) 
2. Sex 
3. TV Viewing Time 
This was assessed in terms of the frequency of watching TV 
per week, (see Appendix 5) 
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4. Exposure of TV Advertising 
This was assessed in terms of the frequency of watching TV 
advertising programs per hour, (see Appendix 6) 
5. Peer Interaction about TV Advertising 
This was assessed by the frequency of discussion among peers about 
TV advertising in the questionnaire(see Appendix 7). 
6. Consumer Learning 
This was assessed by 10 items in the questionnaire (see Appendix 8 
for the composition of consumer learning score.) 
Variables of the study were coded and scored in subsequent data 
analyses (see Appendix 9). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on consumer 
learning by age, sex, exposure to TV advertising, and peer interaction about 




Description of Characteristics of the Sample 
Age 
Since the 1,117 adolescents whoparticipated in the survey havean age 
range of 11 and 19，they are considered to have different characteristics in 
various aspects. The age distribution of the respondents is shown in 
Appendix 3. It is desirable to separate them into smaller groups in the 
analyses. 
In the study, it was noted that 88% of the respondents reported to be 
in age 12-16 and 12 % of the respondents to be in either age 11 or ages 17 
-19. 
It was decided to separate them into three different age groups, namely 
Group 1 (aged 11-13), Group 2 (aged 14 -15), Group 3 (aged 16 -19). This 
line of demarcation not only distinguishes the adolescents from the periods 
of adolescence, but also takes into consideration of their differences in 
educational level. Group 1 consists of students from F1 to F2. Group 2 is 
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of F3 students. Group 3 is of F4 to F5 students. In other words, the three groups 
approximately correspond to early, middle, and late adolescence of the youth 
population. The distribution of respondents by age groups is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Distribution of Respondents by Age Groups 
Age in Years Number of Students Percent 
11-13 430 38.5% 
14-15 385 34.5% 








Table 3 shows the breakdown of adolecsents by sex and age groups. 
Among the respondents,boys are 2% more than girls in age group 1 ； girls 
are 4% and 5% more than boys in age groups 2 and 3 respectively. 
In summary, boys and girls reported in the above distribution were 
roughly balanced in number. A slightly larger percentage of lower-form 
students was boys, whereas a higher percentage of senior-form students 
aged from 14-19 was girls. 
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Table 2 Distribution of Respondents by Sex 
Sex Male Female 
Number of students 509 597 
Percent 45.6% 53.4% 
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Table 3 Breakdown of Students by Sex and Age Groups 
Sex No. of Students 
Male Female 
Age Group 11-13 221 206 
Percent (20%) (18%) 
14-15 166 216 
(15%) (19%) 
16-19 116 174 
(11%) (16%) 
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TV Viewing Time 
TV viewing time in terms of the number of hours of watching TV per 
week is shown in Appendix 5. 
TV viewing seems to be popular among Hong Kong adolescents. The 
average viewing time for adolescents was 221/2 hours per week or 3 hours per day. 
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Exposure to TV Advertising 
Exposure to TV advertising in terms of the number of watching TV 
advertising programs per day is shown in Appendix 6. 
Based on 500 local commercials per week recorded (4 commercials per 
hour), the average amount of exposure of TV advertising to adolescents was 12 
commercials per day, for the average viewing time for adolescents was 3 hours per 
day. Thus, the classification of light TV advertising viewers and heavy TV 
advertising viewers was adopted by using the cutoff of 12 commercial programs. 
Table 4 shows that the respondents are classified either into light TV 
advertising viewers or heavy TV advertising viewers. 
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Table 4 Classification of Respondents as Light TV Advertising Viewers 
and Heavy TV Advertising Viewers 
No. of Students Percent 
Light TV Advertising 293 27.4 
Viewers 
(1-12 programs) 
Heavy TV Advertising 778 72.6 
Viewers — 
(13 or more programs) 
Total 1071 100.0 
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Peer Interaction about TV Advertising 
To measure the frequency in which the adolescents interact with their 
peers during their gathering, they were asked to indicate the frequency of peer 
interaction discussing about TV advertising. 
This measure was assessed by the rating of the frequency of peer 
interaction, namely "always"(3)，"seldom"(2), Mrarely"(l) and "never"(0)(see Ap-
pendix 7). 
Theresult indicates thatpeer interaction discussing aboutTV advertising 
appears to be frequent.Themajorityoftheadolescents94.7%(n=953)reported they 
"always" discuss with their peers about TV advertising ； whereas 5.3% (n=53) 
reported they eitherMseldomM, "rarely" or "never" withtheirpeers discusssing about 
TV advertising. 
Table 5 shows that respondents were classified either in low peer 
interaction (0-2)orhighpeerinteractiongroups(3)discussing aboutTV advertising. 
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Table 5 Classification of Respondents as Low Peer Interaction 
Groups and High Peer Interaction Groups about 
TV Advertising 
No. of Student Percent 
Low peer interaction groups 953 94.7 
High peer interaction groups 53 5.3 
Total 1006 100.0 
Low peer interaction groups (0-2) 
High peer interaction groups (3) 
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Consumer Learning Score 
This summary score consisted of summed responses to questions 
regarding cognitive, affective and behavioral aspects of consumer learn-
ing, including viewing TV advertising, discussing TV commercials with 
others,likings and dislikings of TV commercials, recalling brands and 
purchasing behavior, (see Appendix 8，coefficient alpha = 0.51) 
Details of all variables and their scoring in this study are shown in 
Appendix 9. 
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Analysis of Variance on Consumer Learning by 
Age，Sex, TV Advertsing Viewing and Peer Interaction about 
TV Advertising 
An analysis of variance was performed on consumer learning by three age 
groups, two sexes, two classes of TV advertising viewers and two types of peer 
interaction about TV advertising. 
Table 6 shows the results of the analysis as follows: 
1) The effect of age on consumer learning was not significant 
(F(2，960)=.666，p�.05). 
2) The effect of sex on consumer learning was not significant 
(F(l，960)=.005，p�.05). 
3) The effect of TV advertising viewers on consumer learning was significant 
(F(l，960)=98.527，p<0.001). 
4) The effect of peer interaction about TV advertising on consumer learning 
was significant (F(l,960)二73.389，p<0.001). 
5) None of the interaction effects was significant. 
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Table 6 Analysis of Variance on Consumer Learning by Age, Sex, Exposure 
to TV Advertising, and Peer Interaction about TV Advertising 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Significance of F 
Main Effects 270.110 5 54.022 35.927 .000 
Age 2.004 2 1.002 .666 .514 
Sex .007 1 .007 .005 .946 
Exposure to TV 
Advertising (ETV A) 148.150 1 148.150 98.527 .000 
Peer Interaction 
about TV Advertising 110.352 1 110.352 73.389 .000 
(PITVA) 
2-way Interactions 9.495 9 1.055 .702 .708 
Age Sex 4.170 2 2.085 1.386 .250 
Age ETV A .405 2 .203 .135 .874 
Age PITVA 1.220 2 .610 .406 .667 
Sex ETVA .128 1 .128 .085 .770 
Sex PITVA 1.023 1 1.023 .680 .410 
ETVA PITVA 2.293 1 2.293 1.525 .217 
3-way Interactions 14.692 7 2.099 1.396 .203 
Age Sex ETVA 9.051 2 4.526 3.010 .050 
Age Sex PITVA .406 2 .203 .135 .874 
Age ETVA PITVA 3.668 2 1.834 1.220 .296 
Age ETVA PITVA .094 1 .094 .062 .803 
4-way Interactions 4.049 2 2.024 1.346 .261 
Age Sex ETVA PITVA 4.049 2 2.024 1.346 .261 
Explained 298.345 23 12.972 8.627 -000 
Residual 1408.924 937 1.504 
Total 1707.270 960 1.778 
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Heavy Against Light TV Advertising Viewers on Consumer Learning 
Table 7 shows that the mean of heavy TV advertising viewers (43) was 
higher than themean oflightTV advertising viewers (42.15)，indicating that 
heavy TV advertising viewing facilitated consumer learning. 
High Against Low Peer Interaction Groups about TV Advertising 
on Consumer Learning 
Table 8 shows that the mean of high peer interaction groups (43.49) was 
higher than the mean of low per interaction groups (41.34), indicating that 
high peer interaction groups discussing about TV advertising facilitated 
consumer learning. 
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Table 7 Two Classes ofTV Advertising Viewers and Consumer Learning 
Consumer 
Learning 
TV Advertising Viewing Time No. of Students Means 
Light TV Advertising Viewers 
(1-12 TV advertising programs per hour) 293 42.15 
Heavy TV Advertising Viewers 
(13 or more TV advertising programs per hour) 778 43.00 
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Table 8 Two Types of Peer Interaction Groups about TV Advertising and 
Consumer Learning 
Consumer Learning 
About TV Advertising No. of Studnts Means • 
Low Peer Interaction Groups 953 41.34 
High Peer Interaction Groups 53 43.49 
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Discussion 
The findings that a large proportion of adolescents' consumer skills 
and knowledge have been influenced by the socialization agents, i.e. TV 
advertising andpeer interaction, have raised concern (Moore, 1977; Moore 
and Moschis, 1979). To study agent-learner relationship on fostering 
consumer learning, i.e. acquiring consumer skills, understanding advertised 
commercials and making purchase decision, the writer deems it desirable 
to explore the exposure of adolescents to TV advertising and peer 
interaction about TV advertising. The present study was designed with the 
purpose of comparing the differences between lightTV advertising viewers 
and heavy TV advertising viewers，and the differences between low peer 
interaction groups andhighpeerinteraction groups aboutTV advertising on 
consumer learning, and the interaction effect between TV advertising 
viewing and peer interaction about TV advertising. 
The general findings demonstrated that the difference between the 
two types of viewers was significant. Specifically，heavy TV advertising 
viewers were found to have higher consumer learning score reflecting that 
they possessed the consumer skills such as brand knowledge, likings and 
dislikings, towardadvertised commercial products toasignificantly greater 
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extent than light TV advertising viewers. Frequency in viewing TV 
advertising affected adolescents in the process of consumer learning. Thus, 
heavy TV advertising viewing was more likely to facilitate consumer 
learning. 
Regarding the impact of peer interaction upon consumer learn-
ing, adolescents appeared effective to learn from discussing with their peers 
about TV advertising. The present study provided significant evidence for 
peerinfluence. Specifically,the findingsindicatedlhathighpeerinteraction 
about TV advertising facilitated consumer learning. It was likely that the 
more time a person devoted to television advertising viewing, the more he/ 
she would become a consumer via TV advertising; likewise, the more he 
/she interacted withhis/herpeersdiscussingaboutTVadvertising，themore 
he/ she acquired consumer knowledge and skills. Further, the findings 
demonstrated that there was no interaction effect between exposure ofTV 
advertising and peer interaction about TV advertising. 
The findings showed no age difference on consumer learning, that 
meant how adolescents learned to be consumer did not depend on their age. 
Irrespective of age, exposure of TV advertising and discussing with peers 
about TV advertising were important for consumer learning. 
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Although the findings indicated that there was no gender difference on 
consumer learning, the advertisement content shown on male and female 
products were completely different. Irrespective of gander, exposure of TV 
advertising and discussing withpeers aboutTV advertising were important 
for consumer learning. 
Although the main effect of exposure to TV advertising and the main 
effect of peer interaction about TV advertising were significant, detailed 
knowledge about TV advertising exposure and peer interaction requires 
more complex andrefined qualitative analyses. Thus, the limitations in this 
study might be reduced with personal interviews, more descriptive and 
detailed analysis of the content of commercials. The need for future 
qualitative studies has to be emphasized. 
Besides, since some schools agreed to participate in the research, and 
some rejected, the samples might not be entirely representative. Regarding 
the questionnaire, it was partly designed for a larger study, thus, only some 
variable are selected for this crucial study, the rest was reserved for future 
qualitative study. However，the data collected from these schools were 
worthy of further investigations of Hong Kong adolescents. 
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The present findings had some implications for adolescents' consumer 
learning. It appears that television advertising makes an impact on consumer skills 
and proficiency in adolescents' learning process, and TV viewing will assume 
greater significance in education when education does not simply occur in the 
classroom. 
Besides,the empirical evidence of peer influence on adolescents' activi-
ties implied that adolescents usually enjoy goodrelationships with their peers, such 
as friends and classmates. Chatting, shopping and discussing TV advertising were 
typical activities of Hong Kong adolescents. 
It was noteworthy that the strategies of advertising were constantly 
changing to arouse the interest of viewers, and the living environment got ever 
improving for TV viewing activities. Consumer learning under such favorable 
conditions would likely induce subsequent purchase of products. 
An understanding of the television at work in consumer learning would 
probably help those in the education profession to better manipulate the media to 
sell their own product -- knowledge. In other words, by means of TV and 
commercial program materials, educators mights communicate with adolescents, 
in a more influential way. 
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SUMMARY 
A cross-sectional study investigated the consumer learning by adolescents 
based on the social learning and the peer interaction pattern approaches. The major 
objectives of the study were: (1) to map out the amount of exposure of TV 
advertisingofadolescents;(2)toexplorethefrequencyofpeerinteractiondiscussing 
about TV advertising; (3) to explore the interaction between the adolescents' 
exposure to TV advertising time and their peer interaction activities about TV 
advertisinginfaciUmtingconsumerleaming.ThemethodchosenfortWssmdywas 
a general survey. Atotalof 1,117 subjects, Form 1 to Form 5 students from different 
educationallevels，wereselectedfromGovernment，subsidized，andprivateschools 
in Hong Kong, to complete a questionnaire in a study that focused on studying the 
main effect of exposure of TV advertising, the main effect of peer interaction about 
TV advertising and the interaction effect of exposure of TV advertising and peer 
interaction about TV advertising. It was hypothesized that (1) heavy and light 
viewers ofTV advertising did not differ on consumer learning, and (2) highandlow 
peer interaction groups discussing about TV advertising did not differ on consumer 
learning. The study took four months to complete. 
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Among the findings were the following: there were no difference of age 
and sex on consumer learning; exposure to TV advertising time was positively 
related to consumer learning; and peer interaction was positively related to 
consumer learning. The findings also suggested that adolescents' consumer 
learning as aresult of exposure toTV advertising andpeerinteraction requiredmore 
complex and refined qualitative analyses. 
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Appendix 1 Invitation Letter. 
The letter was sent to schools for invitation to participate in the 
research. (The text is written in Chinese) 
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鄧 鏡 波 學 校 y ® ^ TANG KING PO SCHOOL 
九 龍 天 光 針 对 i x m ^ z X i . 






學 牲 贼 往 之 角 色 〉 ， 尤 其 J i l t 卿 贼 往 和 電 i i ^ 對 學 生 消 費 和 影 
簪。我們從網絡中特別抽出樣本爛査’魏請m m m i n m ^。 
我們承認今日傳縱發展一日千里，並醋少年雄觀遠；從而很多柯抗 
衡之潮贿bKM而生。mcmm ,我們是織同和顧，mmmmmmimtmm 
法？繼而敎 W T —代_積_度’ ^^醒’弓丨發KM力求創作？ 我們關注的一 




雜 作 職 之 用 ‘ 並 守 則 作 保 密 。 棚 麵 吿 之 鳴 謝 敝 ‘ 將 附 上 餓 名 稱 o 
麵之處’不勝 
觀 ， 並 • 
尔覆0 祝 
趙 貌 ^ # 司 鐸 
陳觀神父®Lfc 
一九九二年八月十九日 
P • S •附函謹奉上問&以勝考。 
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Appendix 2 Pilot Study 
200 students from a subsidized secondary school served as subjects in a pilot 
study. About 20 _ 25 subjects were interviewed for the farther improvement of the 
questionnaire. 
Since the areas covered a wide scope in family and social life, the first draft 
of the questionnaire contained some 100 questions. It was then appropriately 
shortened so that the average respondents would take about 3 0 minutes to complete 
it. 
A pilot study was conducted with several classes of students in different 
schools to test: 
1 • the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, 
2. the clarity of the wording of the questions，and 
3. respondents' difficulty in answering the questionnaire. 
After the pilot study, the questionnaire was farther amended and designed for 
the cross-sectional study and analysis for over 1，000 Form 1 to Form 5 sutdents in 
8 different schools in Hong Kong. 
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Appendix 3 Questionnaire (The text is written in Chinese.) 
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Appendix •， 
從 學 習 消 費 者 過 程 中 
看 電 視 廣 告 與 中 學 生 友 儕 交 往 之 角 色 









所有題目後方作答，並在適當的答案填上“ v ”號或填上適當的答案。 
(I)觀看電視習慣（講選一項） 
一、你平均毎週看電視的次數： 
•U.—次 tub. 二次 me,三次 IDd.四次 izie.五次 Elf.六次 dig.七次 
二、毎次看電視的時間平均爲： 
• a.半小時 Elb。一至二小時 二至三小時 Od.三至四小時 De.四至五小時 
三、你平日多是在哪一個時間看電視？（不包括在學校看的時間） 
• a .早上7時一 10時 下午4時—晚上6時 E]g.晚上10時—午夜12時 
• b.早上10時—中午12時 Oe.晚上6時—晚上8時 Oh.午夜12時或以後 
• c�中午12時—下午4時 Of.晚上8時—晚上10時 
四、你最常觀看的電視節目是： 每次多長？ 
請填上“ 7 ”號，最多填三項。 
30分鐘或以下丨31分鐘至1小時| 1至1.5小時 1.5至2小時 2小時以上— 
a.新聞 _ 
b.卡通 - 一 
c .體育運動 
d.電影(如：週末大電影） _ — 
e.新聞時事分析 一 
f •專訪或座談會(如：鏗鏘集） _ 
g.警匪片或冒險片 — 一— 
h.劇集 丨 丨 一 75 
Appendix •， 
( I )電視廣告 
五、最近兩星期內，你平均毎天觀看的電視廣告有多少個？（只選一項） 
• a . 3 個以下 （Dd. 10 — 12個 • 16 —18個 
• b. 4 — 6個 （He. 13 —15 個 C]g. 19 或以上 






• a.家庭用品類 C]c.飲食類 D e .文具用品類 
• b .玩具類 D d .衣服/鞋類 Of.其他(請註明） 
八、你最喜歡這個電視廣吿的原因： ( 最 多 可 選 三 項 ） 
• a . 創 新 De.有信心的保證 
• b.與別不词 Of.真正明智的選擇 
• c.有型有格 [I]g.誇張手法十分吸引 
• d . 鍾 意 就 鍾 意 • h . 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） 
九、你還記得這個廣吿的內容嗎？ 
• 記 得 o (試略述）： ； 
• 不 記 得 。 ： 
十、你最不喜歡的是哪一個電視廣吿？ 
• a.家庭用品類 D d .衣服/鞋類 
• b .玩具類 ！I]e.文具用品類 
• c . 飲 * 類 （ZIf‘其他(請註明） : 
十一、你最不喜歡這個電視廣吿的原因： ( 最 多 可 選 三 項 ) 
• a . 有 辱 智 慧 • e . 失 真 • i . 無 趣 味 
• b . 討 厭 E l f .不喜歡特殊的背景•〗 .聲大/嘈 
• c . 煩 Elg.不喜歡特殊題材 Ok.其他(請註明） 
• d.重覆 CZIh.不喜歡特殊人物 
十二、你還記得這個電視廣吿的內容嗎？ 
•記得 o (試略述)j 






a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
十四、睇完電視廣告後，並沒有什麼特別的感覺，也沒有什麼行動。 





a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
十六、睇完電視廣告後，覺得很愉快’因爲電視廣告很好睇’拍得很有美感，又有趣味性。不過，我 
從未試過眞的作出購買行動。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
十七、（ I )睇完電視廣告後，我會跟家人（爸媽或兄弟姊妹）談論廣告中提及的商品° 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(ii)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品，你們談論時內容多是：（請選三項） 
• a.牌子 C]e.時尚 [Ilh.製作形式 
• b.價格 • f ,產品 Eli.表達方式 
• c.品質 OS.產品選擇 • j .其他（請註明） 
• d .包裝 
(Hi)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品的話，他們是否經常給你意見。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(iv)倘若他們給你購買商品的意見，你是否經常接受他們的意見？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(V)最近一次跟家人（爸媽或兄弟姊妹）談論過電視提及的商品或服務的是什麼時候？ 
( 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.最近數天 （I]e.四星期前 Elh.三個月前 
• b.上星期 EH. —個月前 • i .半年前 
• c. 二星期前 Qg. 二個月前 • j .没有談論過 
• d.三星期前 
(vi)最近一次跟家人（爸媽或兄弟姊妹）談論過電視提及的商品或服務時，記不記得是哪一類 
型 的 商 品 / 服 務 1 ( 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.家庭用品類 • < ： . 飲 食 類 De.文具用品類 
• b.玩具類 CM.衣服/鞋類 II]f�其他(請註明） 
十八、（ i )睇完電視廣吿後，我畲跟學校的老師談論廣告中提及的商品。 
a . •經常 b . •偶然 c . •很少 d�•從未試過 
(ii)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品，你們談論時內容多是：（請選三項） 
• a.牌子 C]e.時尚 Oh.製作形式 
• b.價格 • f .產品 Eli.表達方式 
• c.品質 dig.產品選擇 • 〗 . 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） 
• d.包裝 
(Hi)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品的話，老師會否給你意見。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(iv)倘若他們給你購買商品的意見，你會否接受他們的意見？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
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( v ) 最 近 一 次 跟 學 校 的 老 師 談 論 過 電 視 提 及 的 商 品 或 服 務 的 是 什 麼 時 候 ？ （ 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.最近數天 H]e.四星期前 Dh.三個月前 
• b.上星期 Df. —個月前 Eli.半年前 
• C . 二星期前 （ I ] g . 二個月前 • 〗 . 没 有 談 論 過 
• d.三星期前 
(vi)最近一次跟學校的老師談論過電視提及的商品或服務時，記不記得是哪一類型的商品/服 
務 ？ （ 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.家庭用品類 Oc.飲食類 De.文具用品類 
• b.玩具類 Eld.衣服/鞋類 df.其他(請註明） 
十九、（ i )睇完電視廣告後，我會跟同學談論廣吿中提及的商品。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(ii)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品，你們談論時內容多是：（請選三項） 
• a.牌子 C]e.時尚 E]h.製作形式 
• b.價格 d f . 產 品 C]i.表達方式 
• c.品質 [I]g.產品選擇 • 〗 . 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： 
• d.包裝 
(Hi)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品的話，同學是否會經常給你意見。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(iv)倘若他們給你購買商品的意見，你是否經常接受他們的薏見？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
( V ) 最 近 一 次 跟 同 學 談 論 過 電 視 提 及 的 商 品 或 服 務 的 是 什 麼 時 候 ？ （ 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.最近數天 E]e.四星期前 Dh.三個月前 
• b.上星期 d f . —個月前 • i .半年前 
• c . 二星期前 二個月前 • 〗 . 没 有 談 論 過 
• d.三星期前 
(vi)最近一次跟同學談論過電視提及的商品或服務時，記不記得是哪一類型的商品/服務？ 
( 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a.家庭用品類 • ( ： . 飲 食 類 Oe.文具用品類 
• b.玩具類 Dd.衣服/鞋類 df.其他(請註明） 
二十、（ i )睇完電視廣告後，我會跟朋友談論廣告中的產品。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(ii)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品，你們談論時的內容多是：（請選三項） 
• a.牌子 C]e.時尚 Oh.製作形式 
• b.價格 O f .產品 Eli.表達方式 
• c.品質 E]g.產品選擇 • 〗 . 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） 
• d.包裝 
(Hi)如果是經常談論廣告提及的商品的話，他們是否經常給你意見。 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
(iv)倘若他們給你購買商品的意見，你是否經常接受他們的意見？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
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( v ) 最 近 一 次 跟 朋 友 談 論 過 電 視 提 及 的 商 品 或 服 務 的 是 什 麼 時 候 ？ （ 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a . 最 近 數 天 四星期前 O h . 三 個 月 前 
• b . 上 星 期 O f . —個月前 （ H i . 半 年 前 
• c . 二星期前 Q g . 二個月前 • 〗 . 没 有 談 論 過 
• d . 三 星 期 前 
( v i ) 最 近 一 次 跟 同 學 談 論 過 電 視 提 及 的 商 品 或 服 務 時 ’ 記 不 記 得 是 哪 一 類 型 的 商 品 / 服 務 ？ 
( 只 選 一 項 ） 
• a .家庭用品類 D c .飲食類 （He.文具用品類 
• b.玩具類 dd.衣服/鞋類 Of.其他（請註明） 
( F ) 辨 認 
二十一、以下一系列的商品/服務，是上兩星期內在傳媒中出現過的廣告，你能否把牌子塡上和指出 
它們的資料來源： 
唐止歌 , • 資 料 來 _ 源 
庾口歌 胖卞名子 家庭商店I電台I電視I其他(請註明） 
a .我宜家唔喊啦。 
b .冇BHA ’冇BHT，係健康D。 “ 
c . XX獨家’吳志林論馬。 — 
d.有智慧，至好飲。 “ “ ~ ~ 
e.止胃痛，飛咁快喇。 _ ： 
f ,擁有健康，當然亮澤。 ； 
g . xx啱哂我p地。 ~ 
h .星加坡xxxxx ,深得人信賴。 ！ Z I I Z I I Z I I I I “ . 
i .没有陌生人的世界。 “ 一 
j ,並非一般銀行服務，X X X X銀行服務，一齊體驗下啦。丨 丨 I 丨 ： 
(V)家庭成員交談 
二 十 二 、 毎 一 個 星 期 通 常 有 幾 多 個 晚 上 ， 你 會 與 家 人 （ 爸 媽 或 兄 弟 姊 妹 ） 一 起 吃 晚 飯 ？ （ 請 選 一 項 ） 
• a .—晚 [Jd.四晚 
• b .兩晚 （He.五晚 
• c .三晚 Of.六晚或以上 
二 十 三 、 毎 一 個 星 期 通 常 有 幾 多 個 晚 上 ， 家 人 畲 與 你 一 起 渡 過 整 個 晚 上 ？ （ 請 選 一 項 ） 
• a . —晚 H i d .四晚 
• b .兩晚 （He.五晚 




a - • 經 常 b . 匚 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
二十五、第二十六題若答「經常」’或「偶然」者，請盡量準確地回答下面問題： 
你們交談的次數，每次平均交談時間；交談内容是什麼？ 
• a.每天一次 Od.每星期一至二次 
• b.每天二次 De.每星期三至四次 
• c . 每 天 三 次 或 以 上 • f . 每 兩 星 期 一 次 
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次數（過去兩星期） — 六 
I丨丨丨丨丨I 每次平均時間 交談内容 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 以上 
A 父 ^ 
B 母 
C兄 
D j ~~~““ — “ 




二 十 六 、 平 時 與 家 人 談 及 有 關 消 費 的 話 題 時 ， 通 常 談 論 到 ： ( 請 選 三 項 ） 
• a . 牌 子 [ H e . 時 尚 （Zlh.製作形式 
• b . 價 格 • f . 產 品 • i . 表 達 方 式 
• c . 品 質 產 品 選 擇 • 〗 . 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） 
• d . .包裝 
二 十 七 、 父 母 付 款 替 你 買 東 西 時 ， 有 沒 有 跟 你 談 論 過 該 物 件 的 
a . 價 錢 ？ 
1. • 没 有 2. • 間 中 3. • 時 常 
b .價值？ 
1. • 没 有 2. • 間 中 3, • 時 常 
c.跟別的產品比較價錢？ 
1. • 没 有 2. • 間 中 3. • 時 常 
二 十 八 、 小 學 以 前 ， 你 覺 得 你 的 消 費 常 識 多 是 從 哪 裡 獲 得 ？ 
• a . 家 庭 • d . 商 店 • f . 電 視 
• b . 學 校 （He.電台 E]g.其他（請註明） 
• c . 朋 輩 
二 十 九 、 目 前 購 買 用 品 時 通 常 是 否 自 己 付 款 ？ 
• a . 是 D b . 否 
三 十 、 目 前 你 的 消 費 常 識 多 從 哪 裡 來 ？ 
• a . 家 庭 （ I ]d .商店 C H . 電 視 
• b . 學 校 E J e . 電 台 C|g.其他（請註明） 
• c . 朋 輩 
三 H 你什麼時候開始自己付款買商品？ 
• a.小學以前 D b .中學以前 D c . 目 前 Dd .到現在還没有自己付款 
三 十 二 、 當 你 有 這 些 錢 時 ， 在 談 論 中 你 畲 不 畲 表 示 購 買 這 商 品 ？ 
• a.會（若是會的話，請繼續答第三十五題） 
• b . 不 會 （ 若 是 不 會 的 話 ’ 不 用 答 第 三 十 五 題 ） 
三十三、你所以購買的該用品，是什麼原因？ 
• a . 價 廉 D d .朋輩用品 Of.經常現在大衆傳播媒中 
• b .品質佳 E l e .家人用品 C]g .滿足需要 
• c . 耐 用 • h . 其 他 ( 請 註 明 ） ； 
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( 呵 ） 友 儕 交 往 
友儕交往（Peer Interaction )或稱朋輩交往乃青年人喜歡經常聚在一起，談天說地 
活動嬉戥。他們之間有共同興趣，共同話題作交談。 
三十四、你會不省有這種類的朋輩？ 
• a . 有 C ] b . 没 有 
三十五、你最經常參與活動的朋輩人數： 
• a . 二人 O b . 三 人 四人 | U d . 五 人 （ H e . 五 人 以 上 
三十六、相聚次數： 
• a . 在 六 個 月 内 一 次 或 少 於 一 次 D d . 每 月 二 次 a g . 每 星 期 三 至 四 次 
• b . 在 三 個 月 内 一 次 D e . 每 月 三 次 C ] h . 每 日 一 次 
• c.每月一次 Of.每星期一至二次 
三十七、毎次平均相聚時間： 
• a . 半 小 時 O b . — 小 時 • c . 個 半 小 時 • d . 二 小 時 • e . 二小時以上 
三十八、通常相聚地方： 
• a . 學 校 C ] e . 遊 戲 機 中 心 d h . 球 場 中 
• b . 家 中 （ U f . 電 影 院 C M . 卡 拉 O K 
• c . 遊 樂 場 d i g . 街 上 • 〗 . 其 他 ( 諳 註 明 ） 
• d . 茶 樓 餐 館 
三十九、朋輩通常最多是： 
• a.現在同學 非校内朋友 
• b . 舊 同 學 I D e . 同 事 
• c . 親 友 • Clf.其他（請註明） 
四十、朋輩敎育程度多是： 
• a . 低 於 小 學 程 度 • d . 大 專 / 大 學 程 度 
• b . 小 學 程 度 接受過專業技術訓練 
• c . 中 學 程 度 
四十一、你和友儕是否經常一齊看電視？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
四十二、你和友儕經常聚在一起賧論的話題大多數是什麼？ 
• a.學校功課 （ZJe.電視歌星 
• b •電影 Of.社會時事新聞 
• c.旅行遠足 Cjg.體育活動 
• d . 有 共 同 興 趣 ： C ] h . 家 庭 / 有 關 事 務 
•1.嗜好 C13.紙牌 CM.電視劇集 
•2.攝影 （D4.電腦 • j . 電 視 廣 告 
四十三、你和友儕是否經常一齊看電視廣吿？ 
a . • 經 常 b . • 偶 然 c . • 很 少 d . • 從 未 試 過 
四十四、你和友儕是否經常一齊討諭電視廣吿？ 





• a . 看 電 彩 C D d . 卡 拉 O K 
• b . 旅 行 遠 足 [ H e . 遊 戲 機 中 心 
• c.有共同興趣： CH.球類活動 
• 1.嗜好 —齊看電視 
• 2 . 攝 影 O h . 做 功 諫 
• 3 . 紙 牌 • 〖 • 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） 
• 4 . 電 腦 
四十六、倘若經常/偶然肘觫霣祺廣吿•你們多數賧掄哪類型的商品1 ( 可 選 三 項 ） 
• a . 玩 具 C 3 h . 食 品 / 糖 果 
• b . 文 具 （ H i . 飲 品 
• c . 遊 戲 • j . 電 視 / 躧 影 
• d . 家 庭 用 品 C 3 k . 唱 片 
• e,運動裝/運動鞋 C11.雜誌等 
• f . 露 營 用 具 Dm.其他（請註明） 
• g . 萆 車 或 其 他 設 備 
四 十 七 、 賧 输 的 重 心 ： （ 可 選 三 項 ） 
• a . 牌 子 Q e . 時 尚 O h . 製 作 形 式 
• b . 價 格 C 3 f . 產 品 C M . 意 念 
• c . 品 質 C ] g . 產 品 選 揮 • 〗 . 其 他 （ 諳 註 明 ） 
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Appendix 5 Distribution of All Respondents by TV Viewing Time 
Age in Years ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 1 6 ~ 1 7 1 8 ~ 1 9 ^ 
Number of Students 28 179 223 191 194 196 78 19 2 
% (2.5) (16) (20) (17.1) (17.4) (17.5) (7) (1.7) (.2) 
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Appendix 5 Distribution of All Respondents by TV Viewing Time 
Hours per Week No. of Students Percent 
0.50 8 0.7 
1.00 8 0.7 
1.50 20 1.8 
2.00 7 0.6 
2.50 10 0.9 
3.00 32 2.9 
3.50 28 2.5 
4.50 37 3.3 
5.00 12 1.1 
6.00 30 2.7 
7.00 5 0.4 
7.50 59 5.3 
9.00 36 3.2 
10.00 20 1.8 
10.50 189 16.9 
12.00 1 0.1 
12.50 18 1.6 
13.50 1 0.1 
14.00 5 0.4 
15.00 24 2.1 
17.50 221 19.8 
21.00 12 1.1 
22.50 3 0.3 
24.50 172 15.4 
27.00 4 0.4 
31.50 155 13.9 
Note: Hours per week = N1 x N2 
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Appendix 6 Distribution of All Respondents by TV Advertising Viewing 
Programs per Hour No. of Students Percent 
0 42 ~ 
3 or less 43 3.8 
4- 6 73 6.5 
7- 9 79 7.1 
10:12 99 8.9 
13-15 138 12.4 
16- 18 93 8.3 
19 and above 550 49.2 
1117 100.0 
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Appendix 5 D i s t r i b u t i o n f All Respondents by TV Viewing Time 
Item No. Mean Cases 
N44 41.61 770 
The Peer Interaction (PI) about TV advertising summary score was computed as 
follows: 
PI = N44 
where "always" =3 recoded 1 
"seldom" =2 recoded 0 
"rarely" =1 recoded 0 
"never" = 0 recoded 0 
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Appendix 9 Scoring of Variables in this Study 
The variables used in the final analyses are as follows: 
1 • Age was scored into three groups namely Group 1 (aged 11-13)，Group 2 (aged 
14 -15)，Group 3 (aged 16-19) 
2. Sex was scored into different sexes: male (=1) female (二2) 
3. TV viewing time (N1 x N2) 
4. TV advertising viewing time (item N5) was scored into two categories: 
Light TV advertising viewers (1 to 12 hours per hour) 
Heavy TV advertising viewers (13 or more programs per hour) 
5. Peer interaction (items N44) was scored into two groups about TV advertising: 
Low peer interaction group (0-2) 
High peer interaction group (3) 
6. Consumer learning was scored inlO items (N17A，N18A，N19A，N20A，N5，N6， 
N13，N14，N15，N33(6)) 
N17A(0-1)+N18A(0-1)+N19A(0-1)+N20A(0-1)+N5(0-1)+N6(0-1) 
+N13(0-1)+N14(0-1)+N15(0-1)+N33(6)(0-1) 
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